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The Wee Vespa

It is hard to conjure up a list of good things that arise from the 
ashes of war, but the Vespa motor scooter is one of the fortunate 
outcomes of turmoil in Europe. Part of the agreement for post war 
industry restrictions was the cessation of production in the once 
renowned fi ghter aircraft factories near Milan in Northern Italy. * is 
coincided with the need for inexpensive motorised transport for the 
population at that time. * ere had been earlier prototypes of that 
kind of vehicle manufactured in America as light, versatile machines 
to be used by their armed forces. Paratroopers launched themselves 
and their scooters from planes, and found the instantly accessible, 
rugged, motorized bikes ideal for the rough country and pot-holed 
roads of war torn Europe. Ironically these originals were the modes 
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of transport used in the retaking of Axis-controlled Italy. * ese 
machines got the name of Paparino (Donald Duck) for their ugly 
shape. * e new challenge was to produce a peacetime, inexpensive, 
easy to ride vehicle that could carry two passengers. It was also 
expected to protect riders from the elements and dirt.

In 1946 the Vespa was born. It originated from the matching up 
of empty mechanical shops and warehouses, with a skilled workforce 
of aircraft engineers and designers suddenly redundant from their 
professions. * ese former aircraft builders combined precision and 
aerodynamic design to come up with the required specifi cations. * e 
result was a new industry that would produce fi fteen million of the 
popular scooters over the next half century.

* e name, Vespa, meaning wasp, came about from two of its 
distinct features. It had a thick body section housing the engine 
and rear wheel, connected by a narrow waist to the wing-like front 
wheel and steering canopy. Early models also had a bit of a whiney 
‘zing’ sound produced by the tiny two-stroke engine. With a svelte, 
eye-catching body design and bright colours, the Vespa hit Europe. 
Over the years, it appeared from Salerno to Singapore, Saigon to 
Saskatchewan. By 1956 one million had been sold, no doubt aided 
by the vision of a Vespa-riding Gregory Peck and his gorgeous pillion 
passenger, Audrey Hepburn, in the 1952 popular movie ‘Roman 
Holiday’.

* e summer of 1958 found me a survivor of my challenging 
fi rst year in the Army School of Physiotherapy. Our original sixteen 
student compliment had su' ered severe astringent attrition to ten. 
Only four of us accepted the invitation to continue for the balance 
of the three-year program which would gain us graduation as full-
fl edged civilian-qualifi ed physiotherapists. * e move to second year 
meant that I’d remain in the UK and in the environment of the army 
school and teaching hospitals.

I had devoted so much time to studies and sports that I realised 
there was something missing in my life. I was by nature very shy 
and easily embarrassed and especially uncomfortable in my dealings 
with the opposite sex. I didn’t drink alcohol and so avoided the 
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much bragged about cavorting in the pubs and dance halls near the 
hospital. I needed some ‘magic potion’ to overcome my frailties.

My pals tried to inveigle me into the smoke-fi lled caverns of the 
Saturday all-nighter clubs but the noise didn’t appeal to me. I fl ed 
from one such ‘den of iniquity’ on overhearing a scantily dressed, 
heavily painted, inebriated young lady describing me to her friends. 
“He doesn’t drink, he doesn’t smoke or anything.” It was the, “or 
anything” that galvanised my hasty retreat.

Days later it dawned on me that what I needed was a smoke, drug 
and noise-free environment, with pleasant female companionship, 
preferably in the country far from the congestion of London. * e 
magic item that could o' er these pre-requisites was a Vespa scooter. 
It was the ultimate ‘chick magnet’.

I travelled by bus the three miles to Welling the next Saturday 
afternoon. I negotiated feebly because I was already smitten, and 
contracted to buy a 125cc beauty for the unimaginable price of one 
hundred twenty-fi ve pounds sterling. * e cost was almost a whole 
year’s army pay, but with some savings, and a substantial pay-later 
high-interest loan, I could do it. It took a whole week of cajoling, 
lying and pledging my future earnings to make the deal happen, but 
on the following Saturday I became the inordinately proud owner 
of my fi rst Vespa.

In the 50’s, my car driving licence and a large L-plate gave me 
full sanction to hit the highway on two wheels. Money in hand, the 
salesman spent a cursory three minutes to fully instruct me on all 
I needed to know: “Fuel on, reserve, o'  switch; clutch; handle bar 
gearshift lever; mirror; parking stand lever; lights; brakes; accelerator; 
kick start,” he intoned. A quick drag on his cigarette, then he 
continued briefl y, “Carburetor; choke; left and right indicators; foot 
brake.” Seven further seconds covered balance and things to avoid 
like pedestrians, other tra+  c and stray dogs. He sauntered o' . It was 
the easiest sale he’d ever made.

I sat on the seat, feet touching the ground for balance, instantly 
envisioning the fi rst pretty pillion passenger who’d be entranced by 
the magic of it all. Obviously, for safety, she’d cling to my welcoming 
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torso, snug behind her ‘knight in armour’, on such a magnifi cent 
steed.

Wobbling a few circuits round that tiny lot, it dawned on me 
that facing the raging tra+  c was preferable to damaging the many 
other bikes parked there awaiting new owners. First gear was just 
fi ne for the next two hundred yards. Even at maximum engine revs 
it only produced a manageable ten miles per hour, as I meandered 
and wobbled along using the full width of my lane. Honking drivers 
crowded up behind me, less pleased with my snail’s pace.

Eventually I prodded the complaining clutch/gear-shift 
mechanism to engage second gear. * e poor engine almost stalled, 
then struggled bravely back up to its forward propulsion revs. 
Sweating profusely, I looked ahead to the ominous tra+  c lights 
which had turned red leaving me with less than fi fty yards to halt 
my now enthusiastic bike. I managed to brake just in time.

From there I lulled myself into an almost comfortable state on 
the long gentle slope up Shooter’s Hill Road. I was still in second 
gear but my self confi dence was slowly returning when tragedy 
struck. * e engine sputtered and stalled and, due to my unpractised 
use of the clutch to deal with the loss of power, I was unsaddled, in 
slow motion, onto the grass by the roadside. A few honks and derisive 
shouts from the passing vehicles left deep scars in my psyche.

Once I had levered the bike upright and got it parked on its 
stand, a slow circuit of inspection brought massive relief. * ere was 
not a scratch on the paint work. I’d spent a futile fi ve minutes trying 
to coax the engine into life, when a fellow biker stopped to o' er his 
help. He rode an older Lambretta scooter, the rival make, obviously 
at least six months vintage, but ‘any port in a storm’.

He asked me what had happened. He glimpsed at the speedometer 
which, like a beacon, showed only 1.1 miles driven and tried hard 
to suppress his laughter. His diagnosis, then treatment, took all of 
fi ve seconds. He pointed to the petrol control lever which was set at 
OFF. “* ere’s usually about a mile’s worth of fuel in the pipe after 
you turn it o' ,” he said. Belatedly, I recalled my instructor/salesman 
demonstrating the workings of said switch. * e rescue angel turned 
the switch, pressed once on the kick starter and my machine purred 
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like a kitten. * ere was a hint of fl amboyance as he mounted his 
bike, had it into third gear in thirty yards, and swung nonchalantly 
into the tra+  c even daring to give a long lasting wave of farewell.

My confi dence and pride in tatters, I didn’t dare make a stop 
at the top of the hill to drink in the view, but managed to slowly 
cruise the long downhill stretch to the hospital with its magnifi cent 
Victorian Archway. I succeeded in manoeuvring through my ‘Arc 
de Triomphe’, even negotiating the cobblestone courtyard with a 
glimmer of panache. Safely parked at the edge of one of the paved 
pathways, I removed a few particles of dust from the windshield 
using a clean handkerchief and, as if by magic, I had an audience of 
three rather cute nurses.

“Wow! What a beautiful bike,” one said, oozing charm. “How 
long have you had it?” cooed another with a brilliant smile. I pu' ed 
up my chest and stood every inch of my six foot height, and with a 
confi dence I’d never before experienced, laughed and said, “Twenty-
nine minutes.” * e third nurse cut in with, “Will you take me for a 
ride on it someday?” I darn near swooned. * e ‘chick magnet’ was 
in top gear.

As an L-class driver, the next month dragged on endlessly. 
L-plates dictated that I couldn’t take on a passenger until I’d passed 
my test. I’d become a reasonably accomplished driver by then and 
had put on nearly a thousand miles. * e great day arrived when an 
unsuspecting young beauty agreed to travel out into the countryside 
as my passenger.

It was a time when nobody wore crash helmets and my ardour-
induced blindness let me overlook the need for warm jackets. * e 
sun was shining and I kept the speed at a gentle thirty mph. I was on 
cloud nine and didn’t notice the building up of actual rain clouds. 
Not ten miles into our journey the heavens opened up. * e deluge 
only lasted a few minutes but we were in the middle of a fi ve-mile 
open stretch of road without a glimpse of shelter.

We turned around and made our non-communicative return to 
base. Her previously warm arms that had snugly encircled my waist, 
as I’d advised to ensure her balance and safety, suddenly found a 
preferable secure grip on the chrome pannier frame at the back of 
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the seat. My heartfelt apologies didn’t merit a response from her at 
the front of the hospital where she insisted on dismounting rather 
than be seen with me. Her shiny new shoes were sodden as she 
squelched through the puddles. Her gorgeous long, blonde hair was 
now bedraggled, and her beautiful pink dress, drenched.

 I realised that courting a fair young maid wasn’t as straight 
forward as I’d hoped, even with that ‘ace up my sleeve’, a brand new 
Vespa. Subsequently, there seemed to be a dearth of volunteers for 
my pillion seat. No doubt, “* at son of a bitch tried to drown me!” 
got around the hospital like wildfi re. So, for a while, I kept a low 
profi le on the amorous front. * ere were to be many memorable 
adventures, and inevitably misadventures too with the Vespa, but 
none as depressingly calamitous as that fi rst venture into the not so 
‘bright blue yonder’.

* e wee bike became a reliable, convenient source of 
transportation that opened up many new exciting pursuits. I became 
a frequent visitor, albeit spectator, at Brands Hatch automobile and 
motor cycle racing circuit just twenty miles south of London. At 
the time, it was a kidney-shaped circuit of 1.1 miles, and thus it 
o' ered spectacular viewing of the entire track. * is provided close-
up observation of the immense speed on the straightaways and 
yet allowed su+  cient proximity to the hairpin bends to see the 
skulduggery and tactics that are part of high- speed racing.

Today’s map of the extended 2.3 mile circuit brings back 
wonderful memories of yesteryear’s world leaders. Brabham Straight, 
Graham Hill Bend, Surtee’s Corner and Stirling Moss Bend all 
are sign posts of glorious days of the past. Others who raced there 
include Steve McQueen, the movie star, and a good friend and 
fellow burn survivor, Peter Proctor who had converted from world 
class bicycle racing to become a brightly decorated winner in sports 
car racing.

An added thrill to fi nish o'  an already exciting day at the races 
at Brands Hatch involved leaving the race course half-way through 
the last event to rush a few miles up the main highway towards 
London. On a mile-long straight section cut thought the rolling 
hillside, the steep embankment on each side was a prime viewing 
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location to observe the post race madness. Sometimes these grassy 
banks were crammed with spectators.

A distant roar from the south signalled the mass start of the 
street bikes, high powered monsters that could reach a hundred 
miles per hour or ‘break the ton’, as it was then described. Six abreast 
at times, close-knitted bunches of thirty or forty of them would 
scream past, their pillion seat passengers clinging on tenaciously, 
fl irting with death. At the end of the mad stampede of hot-shots, 
groups of those hillside spectators, adrenalin goaded, would create a 
slower yet scary follow-up of the earlier maniacs. Amongst the last 
to leave, my 125 cc ‘put-put’ was enough for me at its maximum 
fi fty-three mph.

In addition to pleasure rides, sightseeing and exploring, the 
Vespa was also a utility vehicle for my frequent inter-hospital moves. 
I had acceded to pressure from the school principal to wear a helmet. 
To face the fairly likely rain and cold of some of my journeys, a gift 
from a former war-time air crew member was a great addition to my 
wardrobe. It was a full, ‘ears-to-ankle’ fl ying suit and was part of the 
many stories of memorable near-miss survival incidents of its former 
aviator, and its new two-wheeled speedster owner.

One such close call occurred as I travelled from Chester where 
I’d been sent for specialized training under the direction of the Army 
Physical Training Corps remedial gymnasts. I’d been granted a 
week’s leave and sped towards Scotland. My route took me up over 
a bleak, windy and rain drenched summit pass named Shap Fell.

* e bike was grossly overloaded with a huge suitcase wedged 
across the well space, behind the shelter of the front canopy, where 
my legs should have been tucked. * is meant my knees poked 
out each side into the near blizzard as I crouched behind the high 
windshield. Behind the seat on the chrome luggage rack, I’d secured a 
large wooden, former ammunition box, sturdy of make but weighing 
a ton, fi lled with the rest of my worldly possessions. 

Balance, manoeuvrability and safety were grossly compromised, 
and the heavy load did nothing for top speed capability. To add to 
the discomfort, the driving position created a pouch-like dip in the 
front of the fl ying suit and the knees winged-out position channelled 
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the torrential rain to that spot. It didn’t take a genius to fi gure out 
that the heavy brass zippers were not waterproof. * erefore, the next 
four hours were fi lled with extreme discomfort, especially in private 
areas of my body.

To distract me from such matters, I followed a grimy smoke-
belching truck for a mile or so of the climb, both truck and Vespa 
grossly overloaded, and each labouring in second and fi rst gear. Near 
the top the hill the road fl attened out a bit so, having endured as 
much pollution as I could tolerate, I edged my quarter-ton load past 
the forty-ton behemoth. I couldn’t see the other driver perched ten 
feet above my helmet, but I can imagine his fury.

When I felt I was a few feet clear of him, I cut in and had the 
misfortune to have my front ten-inch wheel just glance o'  one of 
Britain’s e' ective, but infamous, refl ector lane making studs, ‘cats 
eyes’, they are called. * e tires lost their miniscule road-holding 
capability with the result that rider and Vespa did a seventy-yard 
slide on that wet asphalt surface in the path of the monster truck. 
* e driver managed to stop inches from the ‘Kamikaze-like’ scooter 
operator.

I won’t even try to write down the vocabulary he used. It was 
not a pretty sight or sound. I got shakily to my feet, and with 
this evidence of my surprise survival, he roared o'  north. It was 
amazingly quiet after he left. * e bike had been well protected by the 
protruding ends of the suitcase and box. Each of these items showed 
signifi cant abrasions which would prove the end of their usefulness, 
but the Vespa hadn’t a scratch.

* e much-maligned helmet had done yeoman service, but I was 
appalled at the appearance of my left arm. * e yellow nerves, red 
arteries and blue veins sprouting from the remains of the canvas sleeve 
were just as they had been portrayed in the bible of medical students, 
Gray’s Anatomy. As my befuddled brain analysed this desperate 
situation, it slowly fathomed out that the squiggly colourful items 
were in fact the heating and communication wires of the fl ight suit, 
which for the most part, was still serviceable although there was now 
a new wet area that pooled into my left glove. I was able to continue 
my trip, shaken, but in one piece.
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Another excursion on the Vespa was my own ‘Tour de France,’ 
with my cousin, Neilson, the next summer. We rode through the real 
Arc de Triomphe in Paris and did a dozen circuits round the Ei! el 
Tower until a perceptive gendarme gave us an unmistakeable hand 
signal that obviously meant B...o! .

Our tour took us to some of the memorials at Vimy Ridge and 
other sites of the horrors of two world wars. We fi nally ended up 
camping on a beach at the Bay of Biscay. Our tent was next to a 
huge ex-army Bell tent, housing three or four generations of a French 
family. " ey were a wonderful group, friendly and tolerant of my 
use of Scottish-accented French. I got on especially well with the 
grandparents, whose interest in us, and patient struggle with my 
translation inadequacies, made them great fun to be with. Neilson’s 
elbow-digging and stage-whispering interrupted frequently.

“Get with the program, Blair. Start hitting on these girls. Ah 
really fancy the wee black-haired one.” In that environment, even 
the ‘chick-magnet’ attraction of the Vespa didn’t work any magic on 
the young beauties.

A year later, after many near-squeak incidents with the wee bike 
and fourteen thousand miles on the clock, I parked the trusty Vespa 
in a shed at my home in Scotland while I jaunted o!  to the Orient for 
three years. It was still there, dustily waiting for me when I returned, 
seemingly oblivious of my blatant unfaithfulness. I had bought my 
second Vespa in Kuala Lumpur.

Adventures on the enlarged twelve-inch wheels of Vespa #2 
ticked o!  another eighteen thousand miles of Vespa addiction. " e 
tropical climate and 90o F temperatures of Malaya didn’t necessitate 
the great fl ying suit’s protection, but I doubt if its zipper would have 
fared any better in the monsoon downpours. " e redeeming feature 
of bike travel 5o north of the Equator was the reliable self-drying of 
wind and heat within fi ve minutes of the deluge.

Vespa #2 was in a whole new world of popularity. By the early 
sixties there were one-hundred thousand of these bikes in use in the 
Orient. Families of four would cling to the magic machines. Used 
as taxis, they also were used to transport everything from dogs, to 
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lumber, to cages of chickens, goats, and sheep, to boxes of coconuts 
and even sheets of 4’x 8’ plywood.

I had a few skirmishes with the military bureaucracy for my 
preference of semi-nude attire on the bike. * at was just not up to 
colonial British Standards. * e crash helmet hadn’t migrated to 
that part of the world so I reverted to hatless mode, and very little 
clothing, to nurture my almost-all-over tan.

* ere were numerous memorable unscheduled dismount 
incidents where rider and machine parted ways so that over the three 
years both of us had a few scars to show for the miles. One occurred 
when a Malay Racer, a seven foot long snake, chose to stretch out 
to enjoy the sun, blocking my path on the narrow roadway. He 
declined notice of my hooting the horn and did not give right-of-
way, causing an embarrassing heap of vehicle and driver piled up in 
the encroaching jungle paralleling the roadside.

On another occasion, returning late at night from a weekend 
lazing on the beaches of Penang Island, exhaustion overtook me 
halfway up the forty mile tortuous mountain road to the British 
Military Hospital, Cameron Highlands. I stopped for a rest, set the 
bike up on its parking stand and slouched against the seat. Anxious 
about the residual fuel in the one gallon capacity tank, I switched 
o'  the engine and consequently the lights went o' . * e blackness 
must have qualifi ed as stygian and the silence was absolute. My 
imagination conjured up an encroaching plethora of ghastly hungry 
animals: Snakes, leopards, wild boars, orang-utans, even centipedes, 
all undoubtedly carnivorous. With racing heart I was thrilled that 
V2 started on the fi rst kick, and I gratefully followed its narrow 
headlight beam to the safety of the welcoming driveway leading up 
to my home away from home.

* e Vespa (both #1 and #2) was the perfect mode of transportation 
for me as a young man fi nding his way in a new career, and with lots 
of new experiences. * e lure of two-wheeled travel brought about 
V#3 and V#4 in Canada, and they gave me as much joy as had their 
predecessors. My total mileage reached nearly 40,000, which is a lot 
of turns of those little wheels on the Wee Vespa.


